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This electronic supplement is a collection of additional figures referenced in the main article. These

figures were added to ensure the precision of the description of our methods.

Figures

Figure  S1. Finite-fault kinematic P-wave inversion for the aftershock of 28 September 2013. Using the

Kikuchi–Kanamori method, we performed a kinematic teleseismic body-wave inversion of the M  6.8

aftershock on 28 September 2013 (Kikuchi and Kanamori, 1991). We selected 63 P waveforms filtered

in the 2.5–200 s passband within epicentral distances from 30° to 90°. The slip model obtained for a

rupture velocity of 3.0 km/s is shown, along with the moment–rate function and double-couple focal

mechanism (takeoff positions of the ray paths to the 63 stations used in the inversion are shown in the

focal mechanism). Comparisons of representative P-wave observations (bold lines) and predictions

(thin lines) are shown on the right. The obtained slip distribution is relatively simple and provides good

fit to most of the P waveforms.

Figure  S2. Waveform fit for single- and three-subevent models. The fit in the 100–600 s passband is

presented for both single-source and three-subevents models for channels (top left) NIL and LHZ; (top

right) ULN and LHZ; (bottom left) ULN and LHE; and (bottom right) ERM and LHZ. The red dot on

each globe indicates the station location. In each subfigure, we show the observed (black trace) and

predicted (red trace) waveforms. The waveform segments used in the inversion are bounded by red

dots. Note the significant improvement of the fit when comparing the three-source models and the

single-source model. Such improvement is also true for the late surface-wave arrivals, which are not

included in the inversion.

Figure  S3. Multiple frequency-band W-phase inversion. As a complement to the broadband W-phase

solution, we consider several adjacent, narrow frequency bands to study the stability of the W-phase

solution and to explore possible source complexities. The double-couple and non-double-couple

components, as well as the magnitudes, are stable.

Figure  S4. Neighborhood algorithm sampling for the three-subevent W-phase inversion. The color

scale indicates the root mean square (rms) misfit relative to the best-fitting solution. Contour lines

outline the domains containing solutions that were found to have less than 10% increase in rms relative

to the minimum value. This set of samples was generated for a fixed source location, while inverting for

(bottom) the double-couple focal mechanism and (top) centroid time delay of each subevent.

Figure  S5. Waveform fits for the three-subevent model. Comparison of observed (black) and predicted

(red) waveforms are presented in the 100–600 s passband. The red dots delimit the waveform

segments used in the inversion. All other symbols are as in Figure  S2.

Figure  S6. Waveform fits for the three-subevent model. Same as Figure  S5.
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Figure  S7. Waveform fits for the three-subevent model. Same as Figure  S5.

Figure  S8. Waveform fits for the three-subevent model. Same as Figure  S5.

Figure  S9. Waveform fits for the three-subevent model. Same as Figure  S5.

Figure  S10. Variability of the shear modulus: (dashed red) 1D models of the shear modulus as a

function of depth for the Pakistani Makran region from CRUST2.0 (http://igppweb.ucsd.edu/

gabi/rem.html; last accessed September 2013); (green) from a 3D inversion of P wave travel times

(Yamini-Fard et  al., 2007); and (black) from surface waveform tomography (Maggi and Priestley,2005);

used in this study for Green’s function [GF] calculations). Gray histograms are the probability density

function representing our confidence level on the elastic properties, as used to build the model

prediction error. Histograms are derived from the 1D central model and the associated uncertainties,

assuming a Gaussian distribution.

Figure  S11. Empirical covariance functions for the optical correlation images: 1D empirical covariance

functions and the associated best-fit exponential function for the displacement fields determined by

cross-correlation of Landsat 8 images. For each dataset, we compute the empirical covariance as a

function of the distance between pixels and then fit an exponential function to these covariances (Jolivet

et  al., 2012). This exponential function is then used to build the data covariance matrix used in the

inversion.

Figure  S12. Empirical covariance functions for the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) range offset

images: 1D empirical covariance functions and the associated best-fit exponential function for the

displacement fields determined by range offset measurement on the SAR images. For each dataset, we

compute the empirical covariance as a function of the distance between pixels and then fit an

exponential function to these covariances (Jolivet et  al., 2012). This exponential function is then used to

build the data covariance matrix used in the inversion.

Figure  S13. Model performance for the décollement model: (top) data, (center) model predictions, and

(bottom) residuals for surface displacements (left) along the east–west direction, (center) along the

north–south direction, and (right) for the amplitude, derived from the correlation of Landsat 8 optical

images. Std is the standard deviation of the pixels in the northern and southern frames. The black line is

the surface trace of the fault model. The color scale is the same for the data and model subplots but

differs from the residuals.

Figure  S14. Model performance for the planar model. Same as Figure  S13.

Figure  S15. Model performance for the décollement model: (top) data, (center) model predictions, and

(bottom) residuals for line-of-sight range offsets for the satellites RADARSAT-2 (left) and TerraSAR-X

on Beams 11 (center) and 9 (right). The dark line is the surface trace of each fault model; the black arrow

is the map projection of the line-of-sight vector pointing from the ground toward the satellite. The color

scale is the same for the data and model subplots but differs from the residuals.

Figure  S16. Model performance for the planar model. Same as Figure  S15.

Figure  S17. Posterior model uncertainties. Standard deviation of the posterior probability density

function of the slip for the listric fault model, (a) strike-slip component and (b) dip-slip component, and

for the planar fault model, (c) strike-slip component and (d) dip-slip component.

Figure  S18. Angular difference. The minimum angular difference between the principal axes of the

best double-couple moment tensor extracted from our models and from (top) the W-phase and

(bottom) GCMT moment tensors. The red bars represent the posterior probability of the listric fault

model, the blue bars represent the posterior probability of the planar model. (wrt, with respect to)
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